
 

 
Spaces for People: Campbeltown Consultation Results 

 
1.1. Following the Spaces for People Funding award, an on-line public consultation 

was undertaken on potential temporary interventions in order to gather 
community, resident and business feedback on the proposals.  The consultation 
was available on the Council’s consultation webpage for 10 days (16 to 26 July). 
The consultation was promoted via a press release, social media posts, email to 
all community councils, provision of information via business and community 
groups and via economic development officer’s local contacts.   

 
1.2. A total of 223 responses were received to the survey for Campbeltown.  The 

majority (199 / 89%) were from individuals, with 15 (7%) from businesses and 9 
(4%) from community organisations.  The Community Organisations who 
provided a name within their response were Campbeltown Community Business 
Ltd, East Kintyre Community Council, Keeping it local CIC, Kintyre Songwriters 
Festival, Kintyre Youth Café and Mull of Kintyre Music Festival. 

 

 
 

1.3. Individuals, businesses and other respondents were asked to provide postcode 
information to postcode sector, i.e. to the first digit of second part of postcode 
information.  A total of 155 respondents provided postcode information.  The full 
postcode information provided by respondents is provided in Appendix 1.  The 
majority of respondents were from South Kintyre and Campbeltown (PA28 6) 
with 146 respondents; and, North Kintyre and Tarbert (PA29 6) with 5 

Are you responding as an

Individual Business Community Organisation Other



 

respondents.  The remaining 5 respondents were from 5 different postcode 
areas. 
 

1.4. Of the individual and other respondents, 176 responded to the question asking 
how frequently they visited the town centre.  Of those who responded, 89 (51%) 
visited the town centre daily, 29 (16%) 4-5 days per week, 33 (19%) 2-3 days 
per week, 14 (8%) once a week, 1 (1%) every two weeks, 4 (2%) a few times a 
month and 3 (2%) less than a few times a month.   

 

 
 

1.5. Of the individual and other respondents, 174 responded to the question asking 
how the usually travelled to the town centre.  Of these the majority (115 / 66%) 
travelled to the town centre as the driver of a private car, 44 (25%) as a 
pedestrian, 9 (5%) as a car passenger, 4 (2%) by bicycle and 2 (1%) by bus. 
 

How frequently do you visit the town centre?

Daily 4-5 days a week 2-3 days a week

Once a week Every two weeks A few times a month

Less than a few times a month Other



 

  
 

1.6. Of the individual and other respondents, 173 responded to the question asking 
how they would like to be able to travel to the town centre.  The majority of 
respondents selected as the driver of a private car (68 / 39%), 39 (23%) as a 
pedestrian, 9 (5%) as a car passenger, 48 (28%) by bicycle, 7 (4%) by bus and 
2 (1%) by ferry.   
 

How do you usually travel to the town centre?

Walk Cycle Wheelchair / mobility aid

Bus Ferry Taxi

Private Car: as a passenger Private Car: as a driver



 

 
 

1.7. The main changes between the current/actual travel modes used and desired 
travel modes to Campbeltown town centre is that 27% of car drivers desire to 
travel by another mode.  The main mode respondents wished to travel by but 
don’t currently was bike, with smaller numbers selecting Bus or Ferry.   
 

How would you like to be able to travel to the town centre?

Walk Cycle Wheelchair / mobility aid

Bus Ferry Taxi

Private Car: as a passenger Private Car: as a driver



 

 
 

1.8. Of the individual and other respondents, 46 responded with further information 
when asked if their preferred travel mode was different to their current mode 
what would enable them to travel by their chosen mode of transport.  The most 
popular topics were; improved/safe cycle routes (21), bus service improvements 
(6), bicycle parking/storage (5), increased car parking (5), reduced speed 
limits/traffic calming (3), access to a bicycle (2), enforcement of parking 
restrictions (2) and removal of one or more taxi ranks (2). 

 
1.9. All respondents were asked their preference to support social distancing on 

Longrow South, between Main Street and Burnbank Place.  A total of 89 (54%) 
indicated they preferred introduction of the already approved one-way traffic 
system and widening of the footways on Longrow South, while 26 (16%) 
selected the introduction of an advisory pedestrian one-way system.  49 (30%) 
indicated they preferred no change. 
 

1.10. All respondents were asked if they used the section of footway on Main Street, 
between Kirk Street and Argyll Street.  A total of 132 (80%) indicated they used 
this section of footway, while 32 (20%) indicated they didn’t use the section of 
footway.  All respondents were also asked if they used the bus stop in this 
location, 18 (11%) indicated they did use the bus stop, while 148 (89%) 
indicated they did not use the bus stop. 
 

1.11. All respondents were asked if they thought additional footway space on Main 
Street, between Kirk Street and Argyll Street would make it easier to safely 
social distance.  84 (52%) of respondents indicated that additional footway 
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space would make it easier to socially distance, while 79 (48%) didn’t think that it 
would help them to socially distance. 
 

1.12. All respondents were asked if they currently cycled on the Esplanade.  A total of 
46 (28%) indicated that they did currently cycled on the Esplanade, while 120 
(72%) indicated that they did not currently cycle on the Esplanade.  When asked 
if a cycleway which separated cyclists from cars and pedestrians would make it 
easier to cycle, 79 (50%) indicated that it would, while 23 (15%) stated it was not 
somewhere they wanted to cycle, and 57 (36%) stated that they would not 
consider cycling. 
 

1.13. All respondents were asked if they would support the Council seeking 
agreement with Transport Scotland to temporarily remove on-street parking to 
widen the footway on Hall Street between the Campbeltown Picture House and 
the junction with Main Street.  A total of 90 (56%) of respondents indicated that 
they didn’t support this proposal, while 70 (44%) indicated that they did support 
this proposal. 
 

1.14. All respondents were ask for any suggestions of anything else we could to 
support people to socially distance in Campbeltown and to feel safe when 
choosing to walk, cycle or wheel.  A total of 69 comments were received.  The 
most common topics in comments were; don’t remove car parking (12), provide 
safer cycle routes (9), increase car parking (5), no change (5), social distancing 
isn’t a problem (4), people should use common sense (3), against removal of 
parking on Hall Street (3), proposals are poorly thought out (3), new formal 
pedestrian crossings (3), retain disabled parking spaces (3), stop shops utilising 
footway (3), increase footway space on Longrow South, remove taxi rank(s) (2), 
nobody wishes to cycle (2), pedestrianise street(s) (2), provide safer walk/cycle 
routes (2), provide social distancing markers on the footway (2).  All responses 
received are included in Appendix 2. 
 

1.15. All respondents were asked for any suggestions of other locations in Argyll and 
Bute where the Council should look to create space to support people to socially 
distance and to feel safe when choosing to walk, cycle or wheel.  A total of 55 
comments were received.  The most comment topics in responses were; create 
a network of safe cycle routes (4), improve pedestrian/cycle safety between 
Campbeltown and Carradale, improve pedestrian/cycle route between 
Campbeltown and Machrihanish (3), against removal of parking on Hall St (2), 
widen Kilkerran Road near cemetery for cyclists (2), safe pedestrian/cycle routes 
to Southend and Mull of Kintyre (2), increase car parking in Campbeltown (2), 
provide safe cycle route on A83 (2).  All responses received are included in 
Appendix 3. 

 
 
APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: Campbeltown Respondents Postcode Sectors 
Appendix 2: Campbeltown Responses to question “Is there anything else could we 

do to support people to social distance in Campbeltown and feel safe 
when choosing to continue to walk, cycle or wheel?” 

Appendix 3: Campbeltown Responses to question “Are there any other locations in 



 

Argyll and Bute you think we should be looking at to create more space 
for people to socially distance and/or walk, cycle and wheel safely?” 

  



 

Appendix 1: Campbeltown Respondents Postcode Sectors 
 
Postcode Sector Description No. of Respondents 
G69 7 Ballieston, Glasgow 1 
PA20 9 South Bute 1 
PA28 South Kintyre & Campbeltown 1 
PA28 6 South Kintyre & Campbeltown 145 
PA29 6 North Kintyre & Tarbert 5 
PA41 7 Isle of Gigha 1 
PA72 6 Salen, Isle of Mull 1 

 
 
 
  



 

Appendix 2: Campbeltown Responses to question “Is there anything else 
could we do to support people to social distance in Campbeltown and feel safe 
when choosing to continue to walk, cycle or wheel?” 
 

Individual Responses 
It is good that you are making space for cyclists. 

Ensure parking or at least drop off for wheelchair users outside cinema. Paint double 
yellow lines at every dropped pavement to ensure not blocked by cars when needed 
for wheelchairs.  Ensure onstreet parking outside the shops in Longrow South 
otherwise shops will lose trade to supermarkets. 

Leave things as they are and stop trying to control people. A seperate cycle way on 
the seaward side of the esplanade is a recipe for disaster. Keep bicycles on the road 
where they belong. Think of the claims involved the first time that a cyclist knocks 
over a child or adult. Who thinks this ill thought out crap up! 
People just need to use their common sense! 
I am a resident in 8 Hall Street and fully support all measures for social distancing, 
but feel I cannot support the removal of parking on Hall street unless there is 
provision for Resident parking on the opposite side. I also have to ask where will 
visitors to any of the commercial units on Hall street be able to park. Parking needs 
to be better marked in the area and also the area behind the council offices on the 
corner could be better used if it were formalised as a parking area. 
Remove the fence in the playing field between the entrance to the hospital and the 
Grammar school bus turning area and create a path for pupils coming and going 
from school. This area has a narrow pavement and when youngsters are coming 
and going to and from the school it is impossible to social distance and a path in the 
playing field could solve that. The path could also provide a safe route  cyclists 
instead of using Ralston road. 
I think this exercise is seeking solutions to a problem that doesn't exist. 
I am a regular motorist and cyclist and never feel unsafe cycling about 
Campbeltown. There is a slight increase in cycling in the area but nothing to justify 
taking away the limited parking for vehicles which would impact on local businesses 
in and around the town centre. 

If all the car parking spaces are removed as proposed, it will make it even harder to 
find a parking space in the town centre. If you can’t park, you can’t shop in the 
centre and will be forced to supermarkets or online. Seems crazy to create a 
cycleway on a wide road to cater for a minority.  Will more parking spaces be lost 
here? I have not found social distancing a problem in the town centre. 
Why have 2 taxi ranks in Main street? The one at the town hall is not needed. 
Hall St needs to be left unchanged. If footpath is widened there will be constant 
congestion with cars stopping in the remaining lane to drop passengers for cinema, 
cafes etc. This area is already very congested with parked cars when the Burnett 
Building is in use. 
No. The ideas are not well though out 
Main bus terminal, make the waiting areas footways wider 



 

Local shops in Campbeltown have played a superb role in supporting people during 
the covid-19 crisis (home deliveries etc) and I feel strongly that every assistance 
should be given to enable people to continue to support them. Like many I live too 
far from the town to consider cycling to shop but wish to go on using the small local 
shops rather than the supermarkets.  If parking is to be restricted as suggested there 
will need to be adequate and properly sign-posted off-street parking so that people 
do not simply go to the supermarkets because they are the only places to park. 
Already many people have shopping delivered from outside Kintyre which is not 
healthy for the local economy. Please do not forget the many people who live in 
Kintyre and use the facilities in Campbeltown but do not live within the town or even 
on a bus route.    My recent experiences of the town are that people are usually 
behaving in considerate ways to ensure social distancing so perhaps the problems 
should not be exagerated although the promotion of safer cycling routes should be a 
positive step. 
Yes. Revisit the ridiculous proposals to limit parking to one hour on certain roads. 
People from rural Kntyre who depend on the town for banking, shopping, socialising 
will be too busy rushing to complete everything within an hour to be bothered with 
social distancing. 
Should the wording not be “physical distancing” rather than “social distancing”?  
There is no evidence that passing someone on a pavement passes on this virus 
because of the very limited exposure time. Even as a temporary measure, taking 
away parking spaces on Hall Street will do more damage to businesses than benefit 
them or pedestrians. All it will do will unnecessarily increase the fear factor. This 
seems to be a case of spending the money just because it is there to be spent. The 
line markings on the streets of Campbeltown before the new traffic system is ready 
to be implemented was also plain crazy. The cycle way on the Esplanade is a good 
idea as the raid is wide enough but this survey is badly worded as this opinion is not 
available to someone who does not cycle. The improvements needed are proper 
street crossing options on Kinloch Road near the Royal Hotel and also close to the 
Co-op on Longrow. These problems will only get worse when the new traffic plan is 
implemented. 
Please do not remove any disabled parking spaces as they are hard to find as is 
Social distance proposals is all fine and well, but taking away parking is not the 
answer! The parking spaces are already few and far between - with ONLY 2 
DISABLED SPOTS MAY I ADD - and idiotic, manic campbeltown drivers simply 
WILL NOT CHANGE. Ludicrous ideas. 
When you put in the cycle way consider that this will cause the moho’s who park 
overnight here to relocate so maybe worth bearing this in mind 
social distance can't be done on longrow South due to Mckivor taking up most of the 
payment and further than the length of the fruit shop .... 

A cycle path is great but taking away vital spaces on hall street or esplanade will 
further take business away from centre and push to online shopping and 
supermarkets. Can you provide more parking somewhere? And cycle path. There 
isn't that many people in streets to have to widen pavements 
Stop allowing shops to put displays outside their shops this would widen the 
pavements or flower shops etc 
Remove some bins and other street furniture 



 

My route to town is via Witchburn road, on foot, often used by large vehicles eg 
wood lorries, large tractors with implements etc.  It is often a concern to me when 
meeting other pedestrians as the pavement is narrow  and the traffic thunders down 
into the town.  It will probably get worse once Mcfadyen's are fully operatioal at the 
Creamery site.  Once a log came off the top of a wood lorry 10 yards in front of me, 
the drivers was completely unaware! 

By stopping people parking these businesses will suffer even more. A high majority 
of customers are elderly and cannot walk the distance they would need to if they 
couldn’t park directly outside these shops. It would totally discriminate against those 
less mobile and the local shops would suffer further. 

The road from Campbeltown to Stewarton village has a narrow pavement joining 
them where pedestrians are required to step onto the cartridge way when meeting 
one another. This section of road is a 60 and cars generally speed here. A move to 
making this a 40 would help to keep pedestrians safe. The pavement is busy now 
and also this section is popular with cyclists. There will be an accident here before 
long, it is very dangerous for pedestrians to step on to the road and cyclists alike. 
People need to be responsible themselves. Wear masks, socially distance and and 
avoid disruption for car drivers wherever possible all they will not shop local but only 
at supermarkets.  Today in town as I shopped I was annoyed as a number of   young 
people were  cycling on the pavements. Perhaps money would be better spent on 
training schoolchildren some simple cycling etiquette!  As I live out of town, driving 
and parking in town is essential to allow me to shop local and support local 
businesses. 

Biggest issue with transport is lack of ferry to Ayrshire which forces people to use 
more crowded forms of transport for much longer periods of time too. 
Make more cycle ways where cyclists can feel safe 

My concern with 13 is there is a lot of disabled elderly people who still drive who use 
the cinema every week, this would not be good for them unless there was a safe 
pedestrian crossing from Outland side 
No 
All very well trying  to make social distancing easier but folk should use common 
sense and maybe shops should  stop putting so much of the stuff they sell  out on 
pavements . More need I think for car parking solutions .  If you remove spaces to 
park cars and change to one way make cycle paths one way systems for walking on 
pavements etc can I ask where ARE you supposed to park a car if that's how you 
get in to town to work or do shopping ?  Cycle paths yes great but what about more 
car parking for locals and tourists ?  At the moment it is  absolutely rediculous can't 
park anywhere so makes me just give up going to small local shops and shop in 
Tesco or coop. means less cars parked in town . if we had better car parking 
facilities then maybe not as busy in town  with folk getting in and out of cars where 
folk walking on pavements so social distancing might not be as bad ? Just a thought 
? Less cars parked in street great as maybe means you could widen pavements or 
do a one way system or have a padestrian  precinct sort of town then more space to 
walk and maybe cycle  but where are the cars going to go ?? No cars no people 
coming to town so no shops selling stuff so they close no people shopping, so   
social distancing sorted .  If you want to feel safe and free walking or cycling don't do 
it in the town do it down the front or down the green down lowaskomil . Who wants to 
cycle round the town when there are plenty of  lovley routes elsewhere , who goes 



 

shopping with a bike these days ?   Walking then great sort out some bits that may 
need sorting  but to be honest think the pavements in most places are wide enough 

Why start this now? People have already adapted to the 'new normal' in town, it will 
also affect all the business along them streets and make the town more congested. 
There’s already an issue with parking, if they’re taking it away, they should add it 
somewhere else. Also the older generation already struggle for parking (with only 2 
blue badge spaces on Main Street) and they’re taking parking away on streets most 
commonly used by them, especially hall street for the cinema and charity shop etc.     
Also, I can count on one hand the cyclists I see in a week 

I think it would also be beneficial to have cycle paths to connect villages outside 
Campbeltown - so that people who live in the country can reduce their use of cars as 
they could safely cycle into town. Especially the road from Carradale to 
Campbeltown it is very narrow and always has many cyclists and joggers. 
The ideas you are proposing are good in a sense but where will people park if you 
take away main parking areas? If you stop the parking on main street between kirk 
street and argyll you are blocking a shop which is tailored for the use of older people 
and if they can’t park close they don’t go in. Same for picking up prescription from 
Boots in Longrow South. Your cutting off a lot of the town centre to older people who 
can’t walk that far to get to places. That’s majority of the people that still use the 
town centre. If you reduce the parking around the town centre you need to free up 
space elsewhere for parking. 

The town centre is not that busy that any pavements would need to be widened to 
allow social distancing. We are now hopefully coming out the other end of lockdown 
so this seems a bit pointless now. By the time all this work would be completed we 
will hopefully be living normal lives again. It is a lot of money which could be used 
more wisely in other areas that need it. 
Although walking etc is important in such a rural area car parking is also important 
so that we can use local shops and not just supermarkets. I agree with all proposals 
except for esplanade. I cannot understand the point of this being the only cycle lane 
in town when there is already ample space To cycle on possibly the widest road in 
town, would this reduce much needed parking which is being reduced everywhere 
else in town. I am not a shopkeeper but feel sorry for them, how are they to trade if 
customers can’t park nearby who are often elderly, inform or with chilsren or who are 
buying bulky or heavy items 

You would be better of working out first where are all the cars that people own who 
live in the town center are going to park not a bit of thought has gone in to that. it’s 
great all the so called solutions for people who stay out of town but a little 
consideration for town center residents would go a long way 
Provide  car parks, especially for folk who can’t walk too far. 
Why not make all of Longrow one way walking system.  Most people who are 
walking to town do so from Longrow into Longrow South and pavements are same 
width.  I have stepped onto Road to allow someone to pass at a distance.  Let's not 
forget about Longrow! 

If you're going to remove car parking spaces temporarily, you need to provide 
alternative space. There's insufficient as is.  Perhaps get rid of the excessive taxi 
ranks. Eg the one at The Factory Shop is rarely used. Or use the Ferry Terminal as 
no Ferry this year. Or space at rear of Post Office on Main Street. 



 

Dont Waste time or money on this hair brained scheme. We are coming out of 
lockdown so the time if any to do this has long gone. 
I don't think the streets of campbeltown are that busy that it needs all the disruption 
for social distancing im sure the money could go to better use like decent car park 
area 
Ensure all new measures are appropriately advertised and signposted before being 
implemented to give adequate time to be adhered to 

Longrow south definitely does not have enough room to social distance on the 
pavements ,I’ve had to step onto the road to make room ,also shops displays 
outside taken up too much room ,eg fruit and veg displays , 

We need a decent car park. Burnside should be 100% pedestrian, the car park is of 
no use and it would enable people using the bars And shops safely. 
Definitely a cycle lane 
Provide more car parking in town centre or you'll close all remaining shops. 
Get people active by making it safer for us please! 
Clear and safe lanes for children, far away from traffic. 
Better pedestrian crossing facilities on Hall St near junction with Main St/Kinlock 
Road (e.g. Campbeltown Cross roundabout) 
Possibly temporary  lines drawn across pavements to indicate safe distancing 
More enforcement of parking restrictions - too many people parking where they 
should not e.g. On yellow lines. 
Social distancing markers on pavements ; erect signs around town eg remember 
FACTS 
I personally think you are doing well during these strange times. 
Car parking is urgently required. Area behind The Original Factory Shop could be 
used if resurfaced and lines drawn. Also parking on esplanade at an angle instead of 
along kerb. 
A one-way pedestrian system on the pavements in Main Street and Longrow South. 

Stop removing car spaces from town centre as those of us from out of town will stop 
and instead travel to Oban thereby losing customers from Campeltown. 
I think reducing parking in the town centre will have a detrimental effect on the 
already struggling shops.  If we are introducing a one way system road traffic, could 
something similar be put in place whereby pedestrians follow a one way system too?  
If the traffic is going to be one way, there should be less difficulty in crossing the 
road.    Worried these proposed temporary changes become permanent,  like the 
double yellow lines the whole way into town and along Kinloch Rd.   Not everyone 
who uses Campbeltown stays in Campbeltown,  there are lots if residents in 
surrounding villages who can't get into town without a car and we need somewhere 
to park! 
instal cycle stands where folk can park and secure their bikes on the main pier and 
in the town centre square. With camera cover to deter vandalism and theft. 
Maximum pedestrianisation. 
Fully implement the TRO as soon as possible.  This will solve many of the social 
distancing issues. 



 

Allow question 12 to have another answer which is .... the esplanade is perfectly 
safe for cycling as it is it’s quiet and wide. Most people can access Campbeltown 
town centre perfectly well as it is at present with no need to change. The biggest 
problem is that rural communities can only realistically access the town by private 
car as the bus services are so infrequent. This adds to congestion. Also it’s very 
frightening for new or inexperienced cyclists to get to town from Drumlemble 
machrihanish sound of Kintyre or Southend. It would be great to also be able to 
cycle from Glenbarr or muasdale. The traffic is too fast, there are lots of big trucks 
and lorries and absolutely no cycle lanes or  dual use pavements. This would also 
be good for tourism. During lockdown cycling was fun and easy on quiet roads but 
now back to taking my life in my hands cycling outside the town. 

The Council really should implement the Cycle to Work scheme - it’s money saving, 
promotes greener energy use, less traffic and an active lifestyle. It would support 
staff locally who would like to do more cycling whilst being affordable. 

 
Businesses Responses 

These changes need to be considered very carefully. I do not agree that these 
changes would have a positive affect on shops at all. Removing convenient (already 
limited) car parking in Campbeltown could be detrimental to businesses already 
struggling through summer this year.     I have elderly customers who are shortly of 
breath just walking from a parked car directly outside my shop (one of the proposed 
changes, between Kirk Street and Argyll Street) who I can guarantee will not be able 
to  walk a further distance from the nearest available parking - wherever that may 
be.     This same group of people will be affected by changes on Hall Street, as this 
age group tend to be regularly visitors to shops such as the Red Cross Shop and 
Picture House.     On a personal level, as a business trying to adapt ourselves, 
we’ve been offering a drive-by service so customers do not have to enter the shop - 
they just pull up outside and we take the payment from their car and hand them their 
food. This wouldn’t be possible under these new parking restrictions.    I understand 
the reason behind it, however, on cycling - I could count on 1 hand the cyclists I see 
weekly in Campbeltown and that’s not because they don’t feel safe to cycle in town, 
it’s because they don’t really exist.     Campbeltown desperately needs more 
parking, not less parking. If people can’t get a space close to a shop, they’ll buy it 
online. That’s not an over exaggeration, that’s the age we live in. 
Don't reduce the parking spaces anymore than there already is 

The people in Campbeltown are managing to socially  distance without any of these 
hair-brained schemes!  The local shops who were the lifeblood for  people in the 
middle of  this pandemic don’t need anymore loss of parking spaces to encourage 
people to go to the supermarkets!   What are people supposed to do when they 
cross from one side of the street to the other, stand in the middle of the road till 
people pass!!   People using local shops are few enough without discouraging them 
from using them all together!  At the height of the pandemic local shops were hailed 
as being the hero of the hour and what would the locals have done without their 
service, to introduce this is beyond madness and whoever thought it up obviously 
has never walked the streets of Campbeltown! 
The space adjacent to Burnett building, next to cinema, with fenced area could be 
used for cinema queuing if required. There is already a large seating area at rear 



 

garden and front garden space is rarely used, rather than current proposed plans in 
this survey. 

 
Community Organisation Responses 
Taking away limited parking in a small town centre does not help the elderly who 
can't walk or cycle 

 
  



 

Appendix 3: Campbeltown Responses to question “Are there any other 
locations in Argyll and Bute you think we should be looking at to create more 
space for people to socially distance and/or walk, cycle and wheel safely?” 
 

Individual Responses 
Burnbank street, narrow pathways make it impossible to social distance, the amount 
of cars double parked on 1 side of the street means there is no way to stay to 1 side 
of the street, I would propose oppose double yellow lines and a zoned pedestrian 
walkway where the footpath ends at the old garage and restarts at the junction 
opposite bolgam street. This will allow social distancing to be maintained, allow for 
easier traffic flow when the one way system is introduced and allow for safer cycling 
Provision for cyclists in other plans is very limited. In Helensburgh a high proportion 
of West Clyde Street is taken up with outdoor eating and queuing. I have no 
objection to this. Please extend the pavement for pedestrians on the north side and 
make a dedicated cyclr lane on the seaward side. Also please please reduce the 
speed limit in all towns and villages by a least 10 mph and on narrow roads down 
from 60 to 30. I know it adds a bit of journey time, but it will save lives from accidents 
and encourage more cycling and walking. It might also restore national route 
sustrans to sustrans routes. 
Create pavement and/or cycleway from Stewarton to Machrihanish. Allow children 
and accompanying adults to cycle on Kilkerran Green esplanade. 
Leave things as they are. Stop wasting money. People are not stupid and know how 
to socially distance. How about spending the available money on resurfacing the 
disgrace that are called pavements in the town rather than infantile ideas about cycle 
ways and social distancing. Who are going to police all these pavement one way 
systems?..just gives some people scope to shout and argue with people that maybe 
don't understand it and go the wrong way. You couldn't make this crap up 
Create a parking space at the old shipyard and use a water taxi to ferry people over. 
The grassy area over by the Aqualibrium could be used better for parking, or an 
open air market. Covered seating areas here would also be useful for visitors. 
Camper vans parked on the esplanade has to be prevented - the alternative could 
be at the lochend. 
Stop cars parking on pavements and single yellow lines during business hours 
D/k 
No 
Carradale, more actual footways and clear footpaths of weeds , overhanging 
vegetation to enable social distancing when walking 
Maintaining the roads would be a good start 
Give people funding towards bicycles - i actually work for argyll and bute Council 
and they don't even supply a bike to work scheme??!! Yet I'm expected to start 
cycling everywhere at the councils say so?! Not acceptable. 
Close burnside square, Campbeltown completely to allow for additional seating for 
bars and hotels etc.  I am not a drinker but seems a better use than a parking area 
for cars 
planned 1 way system is crazy.... especially when funerals will be leaving the church 
and now going down burnbank Street.... 
No 



 

Stop allowing people to cycle on the pavements or the running groups or groups of 
individuals who force pedestrians to step off the pavements onto busy roads. What 
about the pavements from grammar school to town centre widen them to again stop 
schoolkids walking on the road causing a hazard for drivers 
I love to walk down to Kildalloig but once restrictions began to lift to traffic increased 
to such a volume that I no longer feel safe.  Cars will barely slow down for 
pedestrians. 
By taking away parking on hall street it affects my work in the barber shop. A lot of 
our customers are elderly and struggle to get parked at the best of times on hall 
street close to the shop for their convenience. This not only affects my work but all 
other shops and cafes around us. This is also depriving disabled people of easy 
access to wherever they want to go. Businesses have struggled enough during the 
pandemic. Why not help them rather than take away from them!! 
No. If people are sensible then it is easy enough to do as things are. 
On Kilkerran road just past the cemetery there is a slight bottleneck restriction that 
does not allow two cars to pass making it a danger point for cyclists. It should be 
widened. 
As in my previous answer: the road from Campbeltown to Stewarton village has a 
narrow pavement joining them where pedestrians are required to step onto the 
cartridge way when meeting one another. This section of road is a 60 and cars 
generally speed here.   The pavement is busy now and also this section is popular 
with cyclists. There will be an accident here before long, it is very dangerous for 
pedestrians to step on to the road and for cyclists. 
Argyll and Bute has plenty out of town space to allow people to socially distance in 
every way.  Quite frankly, better education on how to look after the countryside is 
more essential. It is time the  “Take your litter home “campaign was reintroduced!   
Grass cutting especially at junctions, for accident prevention.  During lockdown we 
have seen families out cycling, walking or running. Passing our farm they would 
look, shout hello and wave, as we would also in return.   Motto for Argyll should be 
“Enjoy it but don’t destroy it”! 
Busy streets in  Campbeltown 
Main roads are scary for cyclists with large numbers of HGVs. I would never cycle 
the three miles into town unless there was a cycle lane. Would love to be able to 
cycle safely to Sound of Kintyre and Southend too. 
As many people cycle down Kilkerran Road from the town to the crmetery it would 
make a huge difference if some oc the grass between the road anf the promenade 
was removed to make z cycleway to the bottom of the promenade. It is not easy to 
cycle on the ptomenade as there are usually a lot of people with prams and children 
and dog  walkers there. More cycle routes should also be created from the townin to 
outlying areas where people could cycle safely without having to use roads where 
there is a lot of traffic 
Machrihanish which has become very popular. Walkway from caravan site is not 
being kept up which makes it very dangerous for families walking into village also 
roads on outbound lanes from Machrihanish to Campbeltown have had several 
incidents with visitors are certain parts are so overgrown visitors don’t realise there 
is wall behind overgrowth and drive in middle road. I have personally reported this to 
Argyll & Bute but still nothing has been done 
Think something should be done on the road to the Mull.. 
A83 from around 10 miles in and out of town 



 

I’m concerned as someone who has a disability that there are not enough places to 
park already and taking away spaces it means people with disabilities have further to 
walk to get to shops. Most people social distant anyway from what I see! 
No 
Where are people ment to park. There isn't a descent carpark. Would be great to 
spend money on a carpark. Tesco and coop carparks will be overflowing because of 
limited parking. 😯  
No I think campbeltown has plenty places for folk to cycle and walk without having to 
change the town center for that . Why would you want to cycle through town anyway 
really oh yes to get to the countryside so not really a problem as your not going to be 
cycling in circles round longrow and main Street are you ? Maybe one cycle paths to 
allow passing through town but to stop cars parking to do this is just not absolution . 
We need a big car park then it might be safer for everything and everyone . 
Create safer cycling routes to machrihanish, Southend or other nice destinations 
Have more benches around the town for people to use. There should absolutely be 
a wheelchair access for beaches. This is something wheelchair users really miss out 
on, and its a shame. Many beaches down south have wooden walkways along their 
beaches. Young children with disabilities that are too heavy to carry also miss out on 
family time at the beach. Westport would be idea for wheelchair users and people 
with minor mobility issues. 
Yes. The road from carradale to Campbeltown would benefit greatly from a 
cycle/pedestrian lane. There are many tourists and locals who cycle/jog/walk on this 
road. It would make it a lot safer and allow people who live locally to have the choice 
to cycle into town rather than having to drive or rely on public transport 
My idea is get traffic wardens back they will keep cars moving making it safer for 
people to walk and cross roads it seems like Campbeltown is a free for all parking 
especially the narrow road from corner of fisher row to town hall that is the narrowest 
part of town pavement not the hole of Kirk street that your survey mentioned 
LONGROW 
Remove gate from carpark and widen access to Westport Beach. Improve drainage 
at rear of hospital. Put in/improve track in open space at Castleacres or near 
Swimming pool to provide safe surface for kids to learn to cycle. 
Fine as it is 
East Road through to Carradale . 
Potentially more cycle lanes throughout Campbeltown than just the area proposed. 
the A83   between Tarbert and Campbeltown should be more cycle friendly, during 
summer months there are lots of cyclists [tourists]on the road it can be quite 
dangerous 
Footpaths at school gates, giving paremts wont be allowed to enter the achool 
playgrounds 
Would be great to have a cycle path system that went right round and through the 
town 
No 
Pedestrianised  main st 
The promenade/"down the front" 

The A83 into Campbeltown is too dangerous for cycling, my husband has 
experienced too many near misses in recent years cycling to and from work. I would 
consider cycling if the re was a cycle route, this could also attract cyclists as tourists. 



 

A cycle path between Campbeltown and the beautiful beaches and golf course at 
Machrihanish would be great. 
No 
Bealach ag eachain between muasdale and glenbarr - there needs to be a bike or 
pedestrian safe route from glenbarr to muasdale to allow patients to access the 
surgery without taking a car.  Similarly with glenbarr to bellochantuy, this would 
increase trade for the local hotel and for the shops and cafe in the villages. 
All the roads around Kintyre should have safe cycle access which they currently 
don’t have - cycle paths are a necessity and should be promoted, particularly when 
promoting the area to tourists who often like to cycle. 

 
Business Responses 
As a business owner on hall street I am dead against doing away with the parking on 
the shop side. As it’s a life line to ours and others shops. In Campbeltown if people 
can’t park they won’t come in simple.   We have many older gentlemen that need to 
be parked close to the shops.   I think we have suffered enough during this 
pandemic with out losing our parking. All the businesses on our street have social 
distancing in place and let’s face it we are not Glasgow Campbeltown is not that 
busy     Thanks Gary 
No 
As suggested at question 11 the space at Burnett building. I strongly oppose the 
suggestion to hall street, as a business, already open, and all measures approved 
by environmental health I only see these plans as detrimental to business and 
access for hall street. The questions in this survey are not objective, I.e. cycling on 
hall street, I would prefer to reply that current measures ok as already widened 
pavement on seafront. But this survey doesn’t allow for that reply and therefore the 
audit of any responses is unfair and misleading. I further object to the lack of 
publicity And sharing of these plans within such a restricted timescale. I would have 
had no clue about this other than yesterday courier article. This survey closes 
tomorrow, again this is unreasonable for public and business owners to fully 
consider and make comment.  We have a no queuing external policy so as to ensure 
there is plenty of space for passers by on pavement. Instead we encourage 
customers to book in advance or for walk ins we ask them to leave contact 
information. They are then called when availability, usually 10 minutes, on every 
occasion this has been well received.   Customers say this gives them opportunity to 
then do some shopping, collect prescriptions etc... this supporting other local 
traders.  What you are proposing with no parking on hall street will simply stop trade 
and keep people away.  Instead of asking what alternatives I can identify in q12, you 
should be advising where people, especially older persons can park? There are no 
recommendations for Main Street where pavement is narrowest, opposite factory 
shop? There seems no logic to these plans and if for socially distancing surely Main 
Street where the highest numbers are of traders/customers and young cyclists 
requires measures?  I support safe cycling but I am not supportive of these plans. 

 
Community Organisation Responses 
I would feel safer is a proper cycle path or park away from traffic that smaller ps 
children could enjoy the bus turning at the grammer is being used as make shift 
route for small kids due to its lack or cars something like this would be more 
beneficial to children that pathways in the centre of a busy town 



 

 


